WE HAVE THE EXPERIENCE AND KNOW-HOW THAT YOU NEED...

Vicaima brings a wealth of experience to every project providing door solutions that can exceed expectations and meet the most demanding of requirements. Vicaima doors, frames and associated interior joinery products, are manufactured to the most exacting standards, both in terms of design and performance.

With a reputation for quality and innovation in all things, Vicaima creates specific solutions for homes, apartments, hotels, hospitals, schools and commercial projects alike.

Vicaima Limited, based in Swindon, Wiltshire, provides technical support and expertise to Architects, Developers, Builders and other industry specifiers. With an unrivalled range of both standard and made-to-order products, Vicaima offers special doors both in size and design, and a multitude of performance options including fire, acoustic and security doors.

Vicaima focus on excellent customer service and have a Custom Fit Centre to tailor standard doors to meet particular customer needs, including glazing, grooving and many other options on short lead times. Vicaima can deliver direct throughout the country or via selected merchant stockist depots.

This Portaro® and Easi-Fit Brochure has been produced to provide professionals, door kit and set solutions that open up numerous possibilities for a wide variety of interior project performance applications. These solutions offer easy and economical on-site assembly reducing fitting time, improving consistency and quality of the finished installation.

For further information about Vicaima quality products visit our website www.vicaima.com where you will find details of latest developments and new products. You will also be able to download copies of our various literature and technical data files.

OUR COMPANY HISTORY

Vicaima was founded in 1959 and is currently one of the greatest European players in the design and production of crafted wooden building solutions. Our main products are performance veneered doors (fire resistant, acoustic and security, tested and certified to the highest standards), wardrobes, paneling and other bespoke furniture items. From its home in northern Portugal, the group supplies doors and door sets to more than 25 countries globally.

The Vicaima mission is best summed up as a passion for innovation with quality construction. Its determination to exceed customers expectations in these areas is reflected in Vicaima’s achievements in certification and specification, making its timber door and related products highly sought after and widely recognised by specifiers everywhere.
As a responsible and environmentally aware manufacturer, Vicaima promotes the use of technologies and materials which minimize pollution and is focused upon using timber products from renewable and certified forest resources.

Vicaima is certified under the ISO 14001 environmental standard, is a member of the Tropical Forest Trust (TFT), a non-governmental organization (NGO) whose mission is to help companies ensure the responsible management of tropical forests. Vicaima also has available products certified by FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®), which ensures that they derive from responsibly managed forests and other controlled sources.

Vicaima doors comply with EU Timber Regulation (EUTR), which prohibits the trade of illegally harvested timber and timber products.

Vicaima promotes awareness campaigns internally of its environmental policy, and engages employees in activity which promote “green attitudes” such as the separation of materials for recycling, minimizing waste and electric energy consumption.

Vicaima also invests in a dynamic relationship with the community to which it belongs. Besides its support of local communities, it contributes toward educational projects, charitable groups and non-governmental organisations active within society.

Concern for innovation and quality define excellence in production and guarantee the reliability and fitness for purpose of our products. Testing and certification of technical products, such as fire doors, is a continuous process, which includes annual audits within the factory and marketplace, carried out by Q-Mark and Certifire in independent laboratories.

Innovation and creativity is one of the brand’s pillars. This vision is reflected in some of its innovative creations, like Haute Couture Collection (luxury doors), Portaro Connect® (door and frame with on-line access control system), Surfaceslab (high performance smart surfaces) or various contemporary door solutions that meet the latest architecture trends.
PORTARO®
HIGH-END FRAMING SOLUTION

VERSATILE AND FULLY FINISHED

Portaro® is an unrivalled door system that provides fully finished door, frame, architrave and ironmongery together in one single system.

Versatile and ready to hang, doors and frames are available in a wide range of finishes, creating the perfect harmony between these two pieces.

This concept offers a multitude of door designs and different opening methods, like, sliding, inverse or pivotal doors, and excellent performance options of fire, acoustic and security doors. With great flexibility, this is one of the most adaptable systems on the market, suitable for a multitude of locations and applications.

Available as a Kit or Set solution
Door shown is Essential Naturdur® Stained Wenge
CHOOSE VICAIMA WHERE FIRE AND SECURITY COUNTS

Fire Doors play such a crucial role in buildings, both in terms of saving lives and reducing risk to property, and to this end the Vicaima fire door range has been developed to exceed both market and regulatory demands.

All Vicaima Fire Doors in the UK are tested by Chiltern International Fire to BS476 Part 22 (1987) and third party accredited by both the British Woodworking Federation, under the BWF-Certifire scheme and by BM TRADA under the Q-Mark accreditation scheme. As such, all Vicaima Fire Doors can clearly be identified and recognised by looking for the BWF tamper-evident label and BM TRADA Fire Door plug fitted to the doors, so customers can be doubly sure doors and assemblies are compliant with UK fire door Regulations.

Door kits or sets are available with this performance and all ironmongery components are CE marked and certified for use in Vicaima fire door assemblies. These systems include intumescent seals, smoke seals and/or acoustic seals as options.

To meet the aesthetic demands of the project, Vicaima can provide many factory glazed options, overheight doors and a wide range of designs, veneers and finishes.
PORTARO® MK2
FD30(S)

FD30(S) tested door and frame to BS476 Part 22 (1987) by Chiltern International Fire.
Third-party accredited and audited by BM TRADA and BWF Certifire.
Compliant with Part B and Part M of the Building Regulations.

DOOR
Overall 44mm thick with solid core in chipboard
Rails and stiles in softwood, vertical edge banded
Facing in MDF or hardboard according with finish

FRAME
Frame in MDF. Jamb 29mm thick
Intumescent strips 15x4mm
Adjustable architrave with 70mm width

IRONMONGERY & OTHERS
3 stainless steel CE marked hinges
Standard Latch or Lock
All ironmongery is polished finish

OPTIONS
Factory glazed and openings for transfer grills
Grooves or Inlays
Pairs available with square or rebated meeting stiles
Overpanels, glazed fanlights, unequal pairs
Oversized doors and frames
Intumescent smoke and acoustic seal
Automatic drop seal; Handle

Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.
Portaro® MK2 FD30(S), is available as a Kit or Set solution, and includes door, frame and ironmongery.

---

PORTARO® MK2 IS AVAILABLE IN NON - FIRE
35/40/44mm Hollow core or Solid core
Specification in accordance

---

PORTARO® FD60(S)

FD60(S) tested door and frame BS476 Part 22 (1987) by Chiltern International Fire.
Third-party accredited and audited by BM TRADA and BWF Certifire.
Compliant with Part B and Part M of the Building Regulations.

DOOR
Overall 54mm thick with multi-layered high density core
Lippings in hardwood all edges, vertical edge banded
Facing produced integral with the core

FRAME
Frame in MR* MDF. Jamb 30mm thick
Double intumescent strips 15x4mm
Adjustable architrave with 70mm width

IRONMONGERY & OTHERS
4 stainless steel CE marked hinges
Standard Latch or Lock
All ironmongery is polished finish

OPTIONS
Factory glazed and openings for transfer grills
Inlays
Pairs available with square or rebated meeting stiles
Overpanels, glazed fanlights, unequal pairs
Oversized doors and frames
Intumescent smoke control seal
Intumescent smoke and acoustic seal
Automatic drop seal, Handle

Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.
Portaro® FD60(S), is available as a Kit solution, and include door, frame and ironmongery.

---
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Portaro® Secured By Design is a multifunction internal front entrance door system, which complies with security standards for a wide range of applications typically including apartments and hotel rooms.

Vicaima SBD door kits and sets, offers PAS 23/24 Secured By Design approval, which certifies that it is fit for purpose and that the door, frame, lock and hardware set, has resisted a variety of physical tests which might typically be used during a burglary.

Vicaima Secured By Design solutions comply with building regulations:

- Part B – Fire resistance tested by Chiltern International Fire, to BSEN 1634-1:2008. Supplied as fire resistant with smoke seal to 30 minutes (FD30S) or 60 minutes (FD60S).
- Part M - Designed to accommodate a wide range of structural openings to facilitate accessibility and mobility.
- Part E – Product construction and applied accessories, provides acoustic reduction as required by building regulations.
- Increased door size options up to 926mm x 2340mm

What is Secured By Design?
Secured by Design focuses on crime prevention of homes and commercial premises and is the official UK Police flagship initiative supporting the principles of ‘designing out crime’.
PORTARO® SBD FD30(S)

SBD FD30(S) tested door and frame by Chiltern International Fire to BS EN 1634-1 (2010) and PAS23/24.
Third-party accredited and audited by BM TRADA.
Acoustic: 31dB.
Thermal compliant of U-Value 2.1 tested according with EN10077-1.

DOOR
Overall 44mm thick with solid core in high density chipboard
Rails and stiles in softwood, lippings in hardwood, vertical edge banded
Facing in MDF or hardboard according to finish

FRAME
Frame in solid plywood. Jamb 28mm thick
Steel L shaped security strip all around the perimeter of the frame
Intumescent strips 10X4 and intumescent, smoke and acoustic seals 10X4
Adjustable architrave with 70mm width

IRONMONGERY & OTHERS
3 security CE marked hinges
All ironmongery is polished finish
Automatic drop seal
Handle; Thumb turn
OPTIONS
Inlays or Grooves
Eye Viewer
Large size option upto 926mmx2340mmx44mm door leaf
Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.
Portaro® SBD FD30(S), is available as a Kit solution, and includes door, frame and ironmongery.

IRONMONGERY
3 security CE marked hinges
3 Point Locking System
All ironmongery is polished finish
Automatic drop seal
Handle; Thumb turn
OPTIONS
Eye Viewer
Large size option upto 926mmx2326mmx54mm door leaf
Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.
Portaro® SBD FD60(S), is available as a Kit solution, and includes door, frame and ironmongery.
COMFORT WITH A CONTEMPORARY LOOK

Vicaima Acoustic and Fire Resistant Portaro® offer exceptional acoustic and fire attenuation properties, built in to a large range of door kits that perform as well as they look.

Specifically for hotel developments, Vicaima has door solutions with varying levels of acoustic reduction from 33dB to 42dB, contributing to undisturbed comfort for hotel guests. In addition, with fire door features we can get a fire resistance of 30 or 60 minutes supporting safety for people and property.

Dependent upon your requirements this system can be specified with single door, double door and room height configurations, with finishes and security options to complement the development. Other special ironmongery and components are also available that can upgrade the product performance and improve aesthetics, such as, invisible concealed door closer and hinges, electronic locks, eye viewer, glazing options and smoke acoustic seals.

Vicaima has unrivalled customer support and a dedicated project team, specialised in producing customised door and furniture solutions to meet specific hotel projects requirements.
PORTARO® - ACOUSTIC DOORS

PORTARO®
FD30 AC33dB

FD30 tested door and frame to BS476 Part 22 (1987) by Chiltern International Fire.
Third-party accredited and audited by BM TRADA and BWF Certifire.

DOOR
Overall 44mm thick with solid core in chipboard
Rails and stiles in softwood, vertical edge banded
Facing in MDF or hardboard according with finish

FRAME
Frame in MDF. Jamb 28mm thick
Intumescent smoke and acoustic seals 15x4mm
Adjustable architrave with 70mm width

IRONMONGERY & OTHERS
3 stainless steel CE marked hinges
Standard Latch or Lock
All ironmongery is polished finish
Automatic drop seal

OPTIONS
Recessing for electronic lock
Factory glazed openings
Grooves or Inlays
Pairs and unequal pairs available with 32dB
Oversized doors and frames
Handle

Available recessing for electronic lock
Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.

Portaro® FD30 AC33dB, is available as a Kit solution, and includes door, frame and ironmongery.

IRONMONGERY
Hinge stainless steel
Latch
Euro sash lock

NOTES:
Dimensions in millimeters
(1) For other approved options see BS 8214-2008
(2) Calculated accordingly to Building Regulation Part M, but excluding the handle dimension

PORTARO® - ACOUSTIC DOORS

PORTARO®
FD30 AC40dB


DOOR
Overall 54mm thick with rebate
Multi-layered acoustic core
Rails and stiles in hardwood, edge banded vertical and top of the door
Framing in MDF

FRAME
Frame in plywood. Jamb 28mm thick
Double rebate with two isolation profiles
Intumescent strips 15x4mm
Adjustable architrave with 70mm width

IRONMONGERY & OTHERS
4 stainless steel CE marked hinges
Standard Lock
All ironmongery is polished finish
Automatic drop seal

OPTIONS
Recessing for electronic lock
Veneered Inlays
Oversized doors and frames
Handle

Available recessing for electronic lock
Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.

Portaro® FD30 AC40dB, is available as a Kit solution, and includes door, frame and ironmongery.

IRONMONGERY
Hinge stainless steel
Latch
Euro sash lock

NOTES:
Dimensions in millimeters
(1) For other approved options see BS 8214-2008
(2) Calculated accordingly to Building Regulation Part M, but excluding the handle dimension

Related Image
**PORTARO® - ACOUSTIC DOORS**

**PORTARO® FD30 AC42dB**

FD30 tested door and frame to BS EN 1634-1 (2000) by Chiltern International Fire
Acoustic insulation to EN ISO 717-1 (2000)
Compliant with Part B, M and Part E of the Building Regulations

**DOOR**
Overall 57mm thick with rebate
Multi-layered acoustic core
Rails and stiles in hardwood
Lippings in hardwood, edge banded vertical and top of the door
Facing in MDF

**FRAME**
Architraves in plywood. Jambs in hardwood 40mm thick
Intumescent smoke and acoustic seals 15x4mm
Adjustable architrave with 70mm width

**IRONMONGERY & OTHERS**
4 stainless steel CE marked hinges
All ironmongery is polished finish
Automatic drop seal

**OPTIONS**
Recessing for electronic lock
Veneered inlays
Pairs and unequal pairs available with 41dB certified by Afiti-Licof
Oversized doors and frames

Portaro® FD30 AC42dB, is available as a Kit solution, and includes door, frame and ironmongery.

---

**PORTARO® FD60 AC34dB**

FD60 tested door and frame BS476 Part 22 (1987) by Chiltern International Fire
Third-party accredited and audited by IOM TRADA and BWF Certifire
Compliant with Part B, M and Part E of the Building Regulations

**DOOR**
Overall 54mm thick (doorblank)
Multi-layered high density core
Lippings in hardwood all edges, vertical edge banded
Facing produced integral with the core

**FRAME**
Frame in MR* MDF. Jamb 30mm thick
Double intumescent, smoke and acoustic seals 15x4mm
Adjustable architrave with 70mm width

**IRONMONGERY & OTHERS**
4 stainless steel CE marked hinges
Standard Lock
All ironmongery is polished finish
Automatic drop seal

**OPTIONS**
Factory glazed openings
Inlays
Pairs available with 33dB

Portaro® FD60 AC34dB, is available as a Kit solution, and includes door, frame and ironmongery.

---

**KEY**
A - door width / height
B - effective clear width / height
C - structural opening
D - frame total width / height

Notes:
(1) For other approved options see BS 8214-2008
(2) Calculated accordingly to Building Regulation Part M,
but excluding the handle dimension

---

**PORTARO® - ACOUSTIC DOORS**
Vicaima’s outstanding Portaro® Inverse complete door and frame system, has design and performance features which makes this unrivalled contemporary solution an exciting prospect for interior designers and specifiers.

This distinctive system can be supplied with room height dimensions creating a dramatic and beautiful appearance. It can be further enhanced by seamlessly integrating the door – using invisible hinges - into full wall-width panels, to give a stunning contemporary ‘panoramic’ look.

A wide range of finishes are available giving designers a broad spectrum to choose from. This offers considerable design potential whether using veneers or colourful laminates matching as you wish with interior soft furnishings or wall coverings. The door system can complement or contrast as needed.

If fire protection is required, these doors can be supplied as FD30 certified by Chiltern International Fire.
**PORTARO® - INVERSE**

**DOOR**
Overall 47mm thick with rebate
Hollow core or solid core
Rails and stiles in softwood, edge banded vertical and top of the door
Facing in MDF

**FRAME**
Frame in plywood. Jambs 28mm thick
Adjustable architrave with 70mm width (interior) and 80mm (exterior)

**IRONMONGERY & OTHERS**
3 stainless steel CE marked hinges
Standard Latch or Lock
All ironmongery is polished finish

**OPTIONS**
Headless frame available
Factory glazed and openings for transfer grills
Grooves or Inlays
Pairs and unequal pairs available with square or rebated meeting stiles
Oversized doors and frames
Doors can be integrated into full wall panels
Handle
Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.

Portaro® Inverse, is available as a Kit solution, and includes door, frame and ironmongery.

**KEY**
A - door width / height
B - effective clear width / height
C - structural opening
D - frame total width / height

Notes:
Dimensions in millimeters
(1) For other approved options see BS 8214-2008
(2) Calculated accordingly to Building Regulation Part M,
but excluding the handle dimension

**PORTARO® - INVERSE FD30**

FD30 tested door and frame to BS476 Part 22 (1987)
Compliant with Part B and Part M of the Building Regulations

**DOOR**
Overall 47mm thick with rebate
Solid core in chipboard
Rails and stiles in softwood, edge banded vertical and top of the door
Facing in MDF

**FRAME**
Frame in plywood. Jambs 28mm thick
Intumescent strips 15x4mm
Adjustable architrave with 70mm width

**IRONMONGERY & OTHERS**
3 stainless steel CE marked hinges
Standard Latch or Lock
All ironmongery is polished finish

**OPTIONS**
Recessing for electronic lock
Veneered Inlays
Oversized doors
Automatic drop seal
Doors can be integrated into full wall panels
Handle
Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.

Portaro® Inverse FD30, is available as a Kit solution, and includes door, frame and ironmongery.

**KEY**
A - door width / height
B - effective clear width / height
C - structural opening
D - frame total width / height

Notes:
Dimensions in millimeters
(1) For other approved options see BS 8214-2008
(2) Calculated accordingly to Building Regulation Part M,
but excluding the handle dimension
EASI-FIT
AFFORDABLE
FRAMING
SOLUTION

SIMPLE
AND EASY

Easi-fit is a rapid build interior door system, which combines door, a ready-primed frame, architrave, and essential ironmongery in one package, offering major time and cost saving as well as a consistent quality.

Easi-fit door systems have a number of finishes, a choice of designs and various lock and latch options, together with complimentary architrave and skirting.

Fire and Security options are also available within the Easi-fit range and can be supplied in FD30 or FD60 certified fire options. SBD approved FD30S fire rated Easi-fit sets are available with PAS 23/24 performance.

Available as a Kit or Set solution
Door shown is Essential Dekodor® White
EASI-FIT - NON-FIRE

DOOR
Overall 35, 40 or 44mm thick
Hollow core or solid core
Rails and stiles in softwood
Complementary lippings in hardwood to vertical edges
Facing in MDF or hardboard according with finish

FRAME
Frame in white primed MR* MDF
Non adjustable architraves. As option one architrave can be adjustable
Architraves with 44 or 69mm width

IRONMONGERY & OTHERS
3 stainless steel CE marked hinges
Standard Latch or Lock
All ironmongery is polished finish

OPTIONS
Frame also available in white primed redwood
Glazed openings
Grooves or Inlays
Pairs available with square meeting stiles
Overpanels, glazed fanlights, unequal pairs
Oversized doors and frames

*Moisture Resistant

EASI-FIT - FIRE DOORS

FD30(S)
FD30S tested door and frame to BS476 Part 22 (1987)
Third-party accredited and audited by BM TRADA and BWF Certifire
Compliant with Part B and Part M of the Building Regulations

DOOR
Overall 44mm thick with solid core in chipboard. Rails and stiles in softwood. Complementary lippings in hardwood to vertical edges
Facing in MDF or hardboard according with finish

FRAME
Frame in white primed MR* MDF
For higher thicker walls an extension piece can be applied at the jamb
Intumescent strips 15x4mm
Non adjustable architraves. As option one architrave can be adjustable
Architraves with 44 or 69mm width

IRONMONGERY & OTHERS
3 stainless steel CE marked hinges
Standard Latch or Lock
All ironmongery is polished finish

OPTIONS
Frame also available in white primed redwood
Factory glazed and openings for transfer grills
Grooves or Inlays
Pairs and unequal pairs available with square or rebated meeting stiles
Oversized doors and frames
Intumescent smoke control seal or intumescent smoke and acoustic seal
Automatic drop seal
Handle

*Moisture Resistant
EASI-FIT

**FD60(S)**

FD60(S) tested door and frame BS476 Part 22 (1987) by Chiltern International Fire

Third-party accredited and audited by BM TRADA and BWF Certifire

Compliant with Part B and Part M of the Building Regulations

**DOOR**

Overall 54mm thick with multi-layered high density core

Complementary lippings in hardwood all edges

Facing produced integral with the core

**FRAME**

Frame in white primed MR* MDF. Jamb 30mm thick

Double intumescent strips 15x4mm

Non adjustable architraves. As option one architrave can be adjustable

Architraves with 44 or 69mm width

**IRONMONGERY & OTHERS**

4 stainless steel CE marked hinges

Standard Lock

All ironmongery is polished finish

**OPTIONS**

Factory glazed and openings for transfer grills

Inlays

Pairs and unequal pairs available with square or rebated meeting stiles

Oversized doors and frames

Intumescent smoke control seal

Intumescent smoke and acoustic reduction seal

Automatic drop seal, Handle

Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.

Available as a Kit and Set solution.

*Moisture Resistant

---

**EASI-FIT - SECURED BY DESIGN**

SBD30(S)

SBD FD30 tested door and frame and Acoustic 31dB

Tested by Exova to BS476 Part 22 (1987) and PAS23/24

Third-party accredited and audited by BM TRADA and BWF Certifire

Compliant with Part B, M, and Part E of the Building Regulations

Thermal compliant of U-Value 2 tested according with EN10077-1

Durability to DD171 and BD EN 1192 Severe Duty Rating

Fully assembled doorset

**DOOR**

Overall 44mm thick with solid core in high density chipboard

Rails, stiles in softwood

Complementary lippings to vertical edges

Facing in MDF or hardboard according with finish

**FRAME**

No architraves

Jamb in solid white primed hardwood 88mmx55mm with 17mm deep rebate

Intumescent, smoke and acoustic seals

**IRONMONGERY & OTHERS**

3 Security CE marked hinges

3 Point Locking System

All ironmongery is polished finish

Oak hardwood threshold

Handle

**OPTIONS**

Inlays, Eye Viewer, Letter plate, Door closer, Concealed closer

Models and finishes see pages 34 to 36.

Available as a Set solution only.

---

**KEY**

A - door width / height

B - effective clear width / height

C - structural opening

D - frame total width / height

Notes:

Dimensions in millimeters

(1) For other approved options see BS 8214-2008

(2) Calculated accordingly to Building Regulation Part M, but excluding the handle dimension
DESIGN YOUR DOOR

- Door ranges
- Finish options
- Configurations
- Dimensions
- Features

Door shown is Essential Dekordor® 3D Black.
CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

DOOR RANGES

CREATIVE
New door range with a singular aesthetic, where the details makes the difference. To inspire your creativity!

NEW!

EXCLUSIVE
Blending cross directional veneers and contrasting inlays to make a truly modern décor.

ESSENTIAL
Flush doors in a wide selection of finishes, grain direction, face grooving or aperture shape. Pure simplicity in design!

CLASSIC
These doors combine the beauty of natural wood veneers with panels which feature distinct design and attractive glazing options.

See more models at www.vicaima.com

Door shown is EX 15.5/03 Zebrano SL
STUNNING FINISHES
FROM VICAIMA

INNOVATIVE STYLING
SUPERB QUALITY
EXCEPTIONAL CHOICE

FINISHES

NATURDOR® REAL WOOD VENEER Natural wood grain configuration that creates striking patterns for door design.

- walnut
- steamed beech
- cherry
- oak
- ash
- maple

Also available in Quarter Cut

NATURDOR® STRAIGHT LINE Real veneers with perfect match.

- ebony sl
- teak sl
- zebrano sl
- walnut sl
- wenge dark sl
- cherry sl
- oak sl

NATURDOR® CROWN LINE Real veneers with perfect match.

- walnut cl
- oak cl

DEKORDOR®HD Laminate finish, which is hard wearing and scratch resistant. Ideal for more demanding locations.

- wenge
- walnut
- steamed beech
- ash
- oak
- horizontal oak
- grey dark

Only available for Essential Range

DEKORDOR®SD Foil finish that ensures a totally consistent colour and grain.

- wenge
- walnut
- steamed beech
- ash
- oak
- cdw
- white wood grain
- white foil smooth

Only available for Essential Range

DEKORDOR®3D Environmentally friendly, this finish brings a new dimension to door design with striking embossed effects.

- white
- camel
- grey
- black

Only available for Essential Range

LACDOR Stunning white doors that create a smooth canvas for every colour scheme.

- white
- lacquered
- satin white

Only available for Essential Range

STAINED FINISHES AVAILABLE Combining colour and grain effects, vicaima stained doors give a complete spectrum of opportunities.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT

01793 532333

Door shown is Essential Dekordor® HD Wenge
CONFIGURATION & REBATES

Vicaima doors are available with many possibilities and variations. However if you wish to discuss a particular design requirement please call our sales team for assistance.

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

OPENING DIRECTION

REBATES

DIMENSIONS & SPECIAL SIZES

Vicaima stock a very wide range of both metric and imperial sizes, suitable for both the UK and Irish markets. In addition to which non-standard dimensions can be accommodated to special order, subject to minimum order requirements.

UK IMPERIAL SIZES

IRELAND IMPERIAL SIZES

UK & IRELAND METRIC SIZES

EASI-FIT

FEATURES

PORTARO®
OUR JOINERY PACKAGE

**DOOR LEAF**
Individual door leaves and pairs in veneer, laminate and foil finish. Fire and non-fire, glazed and un-glazed.

**DOOR KITS & DOOR SETS**
Matching door, frame and architrave pre-machined and supplied with components for on-site assembly.

**OVERPANELS**
Manufactured to match the door in terms of colour and performance.

**ELECTRONIC LOCKS**
Especially developed for Hotel & Leisure applications.

**SKIRTING**
Available in various profiles to match Portaro® and Easi-Fit.

**WALL PANELS**
Part of the Vicaima Bespoke Range, ask our technical department for details.

**WINDOW BOARD**
Window boards available in rounded or square profile to match Vicaima door finishes.

**FURNITURE**
Part of the Vicaima Bespoke Range, ask our technical department for details.

**WARDROBE DOORS & INTERIORS**
Matching doors and choice of interior layouts.

Door shown is Essential White Lacquered.
Veneer, laminate, foil colours and photography are shown as a guide only.
Handles, locks and escutcheons for illustration only. All details are subject to change without notice. As we are constantly improving our product range, we reserve the right to make changes without prior notice. These details do not form any contract and whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, this cannot be guaranteed from the date of issue Jan 2014.